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ref ace

keports from two meetings on research libraries _re included in this

document. Both Forums brought togetoer individuals concerned with the process

and well-being of ,cholarly communication. While libraries were the central

topic, they were considered as part of the system that begins and ends with

research and scholarship and includes, along with libraries, book and journal

publishing, the obligations and concerns of university administrations, the

needs of the scholarly disciplines, and the supportive guidance of pri'v e and

public foundations.

Forum I, held in early December 198?, served to enhance communications

among i dividuals representing diverse interests. The intent of the

discussion ..3S to identify and explore the primary issues neecing attention if

scholarship is to be well served during the years ah-ad as libraries transform

themselves (and are transformed) by technological change of unprecedented

dimension and the new economic realities induced by that technology, by

additional user expectations, and by fundamental restructuring of library

service and information systems. The agenda for the meeting, a listing of

participants, and a summary of conclusions are included. Much longer papers

prepared by five task forces, which served to give all participants a common

basis fcr the discussions themsel'!es, are not reproduced here.

The second Forum, held during October 1983, was narrower in scope but

no less useful in stimulating discussion and encouraging action. While there

was, intentionally, some overlap of participants with Forum I, this was

essentially a new group. In addition to the agenda and list of participants,

a background paper and the summary of conclusions are included.
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We an.Lcipate that there will be additional Forums on other topics

during the next year or two. While such meetings cannot assure action, they

can promote it by encouraging organizations and individuals to act. Most

important, th2y underscore the facts that libraries are an inseparable part of

the nation's intellectual life and activity and that how libraries shape their

future is as important to their ultimate success as what they do.

The Association of American Universities a-J the American Council of

Learned Societies have joined CLR in sponsoring the Forums. Funding has come

from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, the Carnegie Corporation, the Johnson

Foundation, and the National Endowment for the Humanities.
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Toward the 21st Century
A Meeting on Research Libraries and Their Users

Wingspread
Racine, Wisconsin

December 8 - 10, 1982

Wednesdays December 8

AGENDA

Chairman: Melvin A. Eggers

1. The expecT.ations of scholars for library resources and services.
John William Ward.

2. Innovation: conditions for success. John E. Sawyer.

Thursday, Dezember 9

Chairman: Warren J. Haas

9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon Morning session

1. Resources for research: cooperative methods to meet national needs.

Oscar Handlin.

2. The preservation corollary to collecting. David Stam.

1:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. Afternoon session

1. Bibliographic services for users. Patricia Battin.

2. Technology in the future of scholarly communication. Richard Cyert.

Friday, December 10

9:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. Final session followed by lunch

1. Establishing an agenda for action.

o Which matters should get initial attention?

o What approaches seem most promising?
o Who should assume responsibility?
o Who should help?

2. How can continuity of attention and effort be maintained?

This meeting is sponsored by the Association of American Universities,
the American Council of Learned Societies, the Council or Library Resources,

and the Johnson Foundation. The meeting itself and the preliminary work of

the organizers and their task forces have been supported by the Andrew .0.

Mellon Foundation, the Carnegie Corporation, and the National Endowment for

the Humanities.
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Toward the 21st Century:

An Anenda for Research Libraries and Their Users

Summary

Preface

Several scholars, university presidents, librarians, and foundation

officers met early in 1981 to consider the f7iture of research libraries in the

context of ....urrent technological and organizational changes. Library

economics, operations, and perfbrmance were central issues in the discussion

and, because many matters needed further clarification, task forces were

established and asked to consider five topics of importance to research

libraries and their users: resources, preservation, bibliographic services,

technology, and education for research librarianship. The task forces, each

including users, librarians, and university officers, met Jring the fall and

winter of 1981-82 and prepared reports for the original committee. Those

reports and further discussions within the committee itself provided the base,

though not the limits, for a conference held at Wingspread December 8 - 10,

1982. Participants included, in addition to task force leaders (or, in one

case, a member) and members of the advisory committee, representatives of

several foundations and individuals suggested by the Association of Research

Libraries, the American Council of Learned Societies, and the Association of

American Universities.

The underlying question that prompted the meeting is whether general

research libraries can, by adjusting and refini6g present practices, cope with

the technological, economic and organizational issues that are inherent in the

rapidly changing publishing and information service systems, or whether some

fundamental change in those libraries is now required. While there was no
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consensus on which course is correct, there was agreement that the time has

come for a new initiative in the research library arena if the future n4-.'ck of

scholars for library resources and information services are to be met in

intellectually sound and financially reali tic ways. If that conclusion is

valid, the matter for attention centers on identifying which actions might be

. most useful and which metnods are most likely to bring significant resr:s.

It is fortunate that there are great strengths and much distinction to

be found in American research libraries. Further, organizations serving

libraries and their users (The Center for Research Libraries, OCLC, RLG and

any state and regional organization_ are examples) have evolved in recent

years, and have stimulated operating improvements and stronger inter-

institutional ties. So far as the archival aspects of research libraries are

concerned (the collection, organization, preservation and provision of books,

journals, manuscripts, etc.), it seems that attention might best be focused on

further developing and fully using the capabilities that now exist. But

accomplishing even that objective is no small task, because it implies

adjustments to the scholar's way of working, shifts of institutional funds to

inter-institutional ventures, major capital investments, and more complexity

for librarians and scholars alike.

The library future is made much more difficult to comprehend and

control by the overlay of "information service" on traditional functions.

Computer, communication, and text storage technologies will clearly affect

operations and obligations to some degree, as well as library affiliations

with publishing, commercial informatidn,services, and the scholarly world

itself. The extent, form, and timing of that influence is really not known,

but the very fact of this new presence supports the view that intensified
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Planning by libraries is essential if technology is to be controlled in both

functional and economic terms.

These were the two key points for con.sderaL how can the research

library world better use what it now has put in place, and how can the promise

of technology best be realized? it is the responsibility of librarians to see

that these questions are addressed, but they cannot properly do so alone.

Thoughtful and effective assistmce from the scholarly community is essential,

since these libraries exist, at least in part, for scholars. And university

officers, responsible as they are for both setting long-range directions and

fUnding present and future operations, must necessarily l,21p see conditions

and objectives.

Attention to such matters and even the participation by individuals

from the affected sectors is not itself an innovation, but in general the

record reflects more fragmentation than cohesion. The Wingspread Conference

was intended to make a national beginning by identifying some useful first

steps, including establishment of a continuing review process involving those

primarily concerned with the research enterprise, to help strengthen and shape

American library and information service capabilities.

The notes that follow are a brief, preliminary, and incomplete summary

of items for the research library agenda that surfaced during discussions and

seemed to have substantial support. The task of synthesizing the unexpectedly

large number of specific items for inclusion that were identified during the

discussions was made easier by many thoughtful notes written by participants

toward the end of the meeting and by letters sent to the sponsors shortly

afterwards.

Most of all, for universities, research libraries, and the scholarly

enterprise itself, this report marks the beginning of a new effort to find and
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pursue a way of movie, forward. Conference participants (and many others who

mus_ ultimately take part) now share responsibility to take the next steps.

General Guidelines

The context for the conference was provided by John W. Ward and John

E. Sawyer, who considered the expectations of scholars for library and

information service and the conditions that affect the prospects for

inncvation in established systems. It was noted that while present and

projected uses of computer and related technologies impose discipline on

system operators and users alike in extending access to information, such

discipline cannot be allowed to limit the questions scholars and others can

ask. Further, the values of educational institutions and the academic

disciplines themselves must help determine the course of future development.

While the anticipated changes in libraries promise to be dramatic,

success in terms of acceptance and utility will be governed by the skill with

which the need of society for linkages between the past and the future is

Icconmodat-1. A related, and possibly central, topic concerns the need to

bring the ,:.ademic library back into the teaching and learning process -- in

establish forcefully and effectively the educational role of the

library. The magnitude of the anticipated library transformation and its

effect on.research and teaching have not been generally understood, and both

scholars and university officers have paid too little attention to the

opportunities and obligations inherent in the new library era.

The scholar's expectation that libraries "deliver what is known and

identify aid deliver what is not known" is an unbounded assignment. To

fulfill expectations, it is useful (and probably essential) to think not in

terms of individual libraries but rather of "The Library," the aggregation of
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ill research libraries, as a key component of the scholarly world. The

_ibrary" and its cause was the focus of the Wingspread Conference.

Several conditions and guidelines were suggested by participants as

useful elements in any future program of action.

1. There should be a strong effort to build on existing operating

institutions individual libraries, regional and state

organizations, and national operating bo, ,es. Work by such

institutions should be fostered in the context of national objectives,

thus emphasizing distributed effort and );flproved coordination. Ways

should be found to discourage inefficient approaches and to encourage

and support lead libraries, especially in state systems.

2. Attention should be focused on key targets, realizable objectives

should be established, and economic realities -- institutional and

national -- should be acknowledged.

3. The eno.-mous problem of changing user behavior must he fully

understood, and specific steps to address the matter must br taken.

Each university and the academic disciplines themselves must "pay

attention" and play a constructive part in guiding change. While

university and scholarly objectives are real and important, as

influential forces they are often obscure or diffuse. In the context

of a burgeoning national information structure, it is essential that

issues of importance to scholarship be addressed cooperatively by

establishing better processes for introducing, discussing, and

refining proposals for change,

14
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A ContinOm Forum

The number and complexity of important issues combined with the

experience of the Wingspread meeting itself demonstrated Lir the participants

the need to tablish a continuing forum. While matters of structure and

organization were not discussed, the forum should clearly include individuals,

selected for their own interests and skills, who are committed to the well-

being of research and scholarship, of research libraries, of universities and

the process of scholarly communication. Members would most likely come from

humanistic and scientific disciplines, from research libraries and related

organizations, from scholarly publishing, and from the academic and

administrative offices of research universities. In addition, other

specialists would be tapped to help address specific topics. It is

anticipated that activity and procedures alike would evolve with time and

experience, and that the initial members would themselves plan for

organization and succession.

While the mechanism itself is one that must evolve (CLR has been urged

to take steps to establish the forum), the purpose is at least pa-tially set.

A continuing forum is needed to help address, in the context of the university

setting, the many fundamental issues implicit in research library

developments. Such a forum should influence the course of future change in

research libraries and the systems of scholarly communication, it should

monitor performance and progress in the light of established objectives, it

should help assure understanding and constructive participation of concerned

parties, and it should stimulate action and promote support for institutions

and activities focused on development of "The Library."

The forum would be at the center of an expansive and continuing

national conversation and would, if it fulfills the expectations of the

15
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Wingspread meeting, become the source of a new capability for systematic,

substan, e analysis of issues and an important force foc policy formulation

in areas of concern.

Bibliographic services

The research library world has made great progress in cooperatively

building and sustaining comprehensive bibliographic systems and services.

Millions of records are in computerized data files, standards for record

content and format have been established, and computer and telecommunications

systems have extended access to recods,and have enhanced ,,neir utility. A

primary objective is to persist with develOping further what is now in place--

continuing to add records to the database, establishing inks amonc

bibliographic systems, improving production and distribution ,r bibliographic

products, and supporting online catalog development.

Because the efficiency of the bibliographic structure controls library

performance, the topic requires continuing attention. As the ,olume and UF2

of recorded information grow, the need for precision and reliability

increases. In the view of most participants, ultimate responsibility r(

with the national libraries, especially the Library of Congress, to assure

full coverage, high quality of individual records, unimpeded access to

bibliographic resources, and imaginative extension of bibliographic products

and services. Cooperation and participation by many research libraries is

required if the responsibility is to be met, and fuller involvement of library

users, especially in product planning, is desirable.

A cohesive research program to consider with fresh perspective such

fundamental iss!'es as subject access and authority control in online systems

is much needed. The same research capacity needs to address questions that

16



_item from a new environment where bibliodraphic fill no longer necessarily

represent a physical ccllection. New forms of access to new formats for

recorded knowledge are ne:2ded to link d multiplicity of scnolarly resources,

both print and non-print, in a rational and dsc,hle system that will cirt

duplication f effort ano the waste of resources, and that will end the

unacceptable Oiblio,A,aphic isolation of so- liidual scholars.

'esources

The princip e of hared responsibility for building and maintaining

comprehensive resources for research and tne corollary of assured access by

scholars to needed materials and information was assumed without question.

National distinction is the aggregation of institutional strength, and toe

issue for attention concerns the retention of strength in chosen areas by

individual libraries in a setting of rising costs, growing quantities of

recorded information in all forms, and dynamic demand. The key seems to be to

create a national setting which will (1) provide more options for individual

libraries, (2) provide access to more resources by more users, and (3) improve

prospects for building and maintaining, nationally, unmatched resources for

research.

As with all other top c considered, no final answers surfaced, but

the -,n.,cific steps were ideni.,1 ied and expressed in varying forms.

First, a permanent and reliable computerized information service

shou le established and charged with building and maintaining a national

inventory of distinctive collections and providing information needed to

assure standardized reporting, maintenance of effort, guidance for

researchers, and assistance for libraries. Information concerning the

quality, scope, and utility of computer-based files of data and text might

17



aise t'e provided. It is probable that the basic inventw-y data base would

also be used in development of a national preservation proqr,';!,

Second, a research effort to model collection characteristics In

relationship to need, use, costs, and other factors should be undertaken for

institutional, regional, and national planning purposes.

Third, the concept of national collections of specific categories of

publications, as typified in some ways by the Center for Research Libraries,

should be expanded and made fully optrational as a supplement to institutional

collections and regional and state programs.

Preservation

Discussion focused on the problem of retrospective preservation (that

is, preservation of existing collections rather than protection of materials

to be published in the future) and reinforced the existing image of

intractability. In the final analysis, preservation is a matter of choices

and resources. Lack of a credible and accepted framework for making choices

and dim prospects for extensive funding constrain action.

Accepting the importance of the problem and its magnitude, productive

action would seem to involve a series of steps designed ultimately to provide

the neeoed framework and to increase designated funding.

First, each library (and its parent institution) snould acknowledge

and act Dr' the assertion that a preservation obligation is implicit in

commitments to build exceptional collections on specific subjects.

Responsibility for protecting distinctive items in such collections rests with

each library.

Second, most preservation activity, currently and in the future, will

be limited to capturing the content of original publications and not to

18



preserving the publications themselves. Funds do not exist, nor are they

likely to became avail,: to reconstinte all threatened literature. there

is some support for ,oncentration on American imprints, but scholarly nee6s

are not so limited. A special effort to bring together interested and

knowl-dgeable scholars and representatives of research libraries should be

made, and they should be asked to propose c&tegorical priorities and to

specify the purpose and method of analytical studies needed to provide a

factual basis for subsequent decisions. Within Cisciplines, scholarly groups

and libraries should work together to refine pl:ns and monitor results.

Funding prospects will Improve only with a realistic and purposeful

plan and strong evidence that methodology is technically sound and

economically responsible. Special attention should be given the prospect of

establishing and operating regional preservation centers.

Technology

Computer, communication, and text storage technologies were subjects

that permeated most discussions, but the central focus was clearly on the use

of these capabilities to improve access to information. Discussion ranged

from text conversion to electronic publishing. The present and potential

influence of technology on established elements of the scholarly communication

system was acknowledged but not assessed, concern that users not lose control

of their information sources was expressed, and a wide range of economic and

organizational problems was identified. While many specific projects were

suggested, several seem essential to develop needed facts and experience.

First, an academically centered, comprehensive study of all aspects of

electronic publishing -- organizational, economic, intellectual and technical

,s required. This is seen as an extensive effort, involving all primarily

19



concerned groups: major academic disciplines, university presses, scholarly

journal publishers, commercial publishers of scholarly books, university

officers, and librarians. The study results should provide guideliner-

subsequent development based on user requirements, economic condLions, and

quality control considerations.

Second, an intensive, widely available, educational program on the use

of small computers for scholarly purposes seems called for, with adequate

opportunities for demonstration and personal experiment. The technology is

moving so fast that experienced scholars and librarians both need to make a

special effort to become informed and thus more effective participants in

future discussions concerning the application of technology to teaching and

research.

Third, a coordinated set of experiments to test technology-based

access systems in several geographical and operational settings is probably

the most efficient way to establish facts about performance; cost, and utility

of such systems for research and scholarly purposes. Models of alternate

approaches for meeting scholarly requirements should be developed. These

experiments should probably proceed in phase with the primary study itself.

Library Economics

While not formally an agenda item, the subject of costs and funding

was a constant overlay on the discussions. The basic issue, perhaps too

simply put, concerns university financial planning for a much recast library

service at a time when funds are very limited and competing demands are both

important and powerful. Much of what the future seems to hold for libraries

is a costly but non-optional supplement to present services rather than a
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substitute; thus projected costs are hart to measure against established

patterns.

Several steps seem needed to establish mon- useful facts about library

costs arJ to develop credible ways to test alternate courses of action for

economic viability. Economic models of possible configurations of cooperative

collection development v'ntures, of space requirements, of initial and

continuing costs of computerized library systems, of preservation plans, and

many other activities need to be constructed, tested, and used for guidance in

current decisions and long-range planning.

Innovative approaches for financing libraries, especially their

extended services, need to be sought, and incentives for improving system

efficiency need exploration. Finally, university based (rather than library

centered) studies seem needed to explore and test alternate institutional

configurations for supplying information resources and information handling

capabilities needed for teaching and research.

In short, a comprehensive and imaginative effort seems required to

provide the economic backdrop for the technology revolution if universities

are to guide a successful library transformation in a fiscally responsible

way.

Professional education

The library profession itself was one of five central topics

identified by the planning committee, and CLR's Committee on Professional

Education and Training for Research Librarianship served as the Task Force.

The topic was not formally on the Wingspread agenda, but the discussions

reinfo -ced the importance of the subject. The assertion that libraries need

. to move back into a more central position in the process of teaching and

21
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research carries with it tremendus implications for botn librarians and

professional education. Work is already under way to stimulate

experimentation in professional education and to test ways to extend skills of

library leaders, but the evidence is strorj that far more venturesome work is

needed to assure that more and more librorians are, by credential and

assignment, true colleagues of the teaching and research faculty of colleges

and universities.

Taking the long view, achievement of that objective is probably the

best assurance that "The Library" will become a reality and that scholarship,

insofar as it depends on access to books and recorded information of all

kinds_ will continue to flourish.

Warren J. Haas

January 4, 1983
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Forum II

National and Regioial Aspects of Collecting and Preserving Library Materials

AGENDA

Mondayx 10

8:00 - 9:30 p.m. Session I.

o Introduction. Warren Haas.
o University expectations. Sheldon Hackney.
o Concerns of scholarly publishers. Herbert Bailey.

o Requirements of scholars. Lewis Gould.

Tuesday, October 11

9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon, 1:30 - 5:00 p.m. Session II.

o Building resources nationally. Patricia Battin.

Discussion
o Preservation: goals and means. Rutherford Rogers.

Discussion
o General discussion to explore and evaluate possible

courses of action.

8:00 - 9:30 p.m. Session III.

o The proposed ACLS Office of Scholarly Communication.
John W. Ward, Herbert Morton.

Wednesday, October 12

9:00 - 11:30 a.m. Session IV.

o Formulation of a plan of action.
o Forum III plans.
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Forum II

The National and Regional Aspects

Collecting and Preserving Library Materials

Background Paper

Introduction

This brief paper is meant to serve only as a starting point for our

discussion. While it supplements the summary of the Wingspread meeting, it

does not record the activities of many organizations already at work in areas

pertinent to our Pogenda, and above all, it does not try to synthesize all of

the points of view that have been advanced on these topics over the years. It

does identify some of the basic questions that need consideration, if only to

reinforce the validity of present directions and to improve the prospects of

generating the support that is essential if any major new work is to be

undertaken on behalf of libraries, research universities, and scholarship.

Purpose of Forum II

Forum I, a meeting of university officers, faculty members, foundation

of :ials, and librarians held at Wingspread in December 1982, was called by

CLR, AAU, and ACLS to consider a number of topics of importance to research

libraries and their users. The wide scope and importance of those matters and

the realization that the resolution of questions that were raised would come

only with persistent and thoughtful attention by many different people

prompted the participants to recommend a continuing series of meetings to

consider specific topics in detail, to promote discussion of those topics

elsewhere, and to stimulate action by libraries and others to help meet in

appropriate ways the present and probable future needs of users.
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Forum II was planned after a review of the Wingspread discussions

suggested the time was ripe to consider the inter,selatcd topics of library

collections and preservation. Additional meetings on other subjects will he

held during the months ahead. Approximately thirty individuals representing

university administrations, faculties, libraries, foundations, and publishers

have been invited to Forum II. It is anticipated that a shared commitment to

effective scholarly communication and academic research will bridge the

special interests of those individuals m! Q.ult in suggestions for action by

libraries and the sponsors of the Form,

Despite assertions that recent technologies will recast all

information-related processes, library collections of printed materials,

manuscripts, and recorded information it many ether formats are, and will

continue to be, essential to research in almost every field. Inherent in the

existence of those still-growing collections is the matter of their

preservation.

The Forum II discussion will concentrate on t)- national and regional

aspects of collection developmen., and preservation. While it goes without

saying that the nation's research resoqrces are measured by the aggregated

strength of the collections of individual libraries, it is now equally certain

and widely acknowledged that, for reasons of cost and quantity, individual

libraries must often make their collecting and preservation decisions in a

larger context if true distinction in institutional subject collections is to

be maintained and the national capacity to support research is not to erode.

This assertion was unquestioned at Wingspread and its acceptance is

already being demonstrated in several cooperative enterprises. But if the

principle of interdependency is now established, its implications are not yet
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well understooc and , means for application are still not well developed.

These are the natters on oihich Forum II will concentrate.

The case for a planned approach

The conclusion at Wingspread was that some sort of planned or

structured approach to addressing problems related to collection development

end preservation is necessary. While appealing in some important ways, an ad

hoc approach that would see each institution go its own way probably would not

serve the future any better than it has the past, which has been marked by

inadequate and uneven effort, failure to solve the underlying preservation

problem, excessive and unjustified redundancy in collections when viewed

regionally and nationally, and uncertain access to material for some

individuals in a country where availability of publications is expected and

equality of access is essential.

There are hazards, institutionally and nationally, in moving into the

future without finding appropriate ways to turn the inescapable fact of

interdependency into a working reality. Research libraries must redeploy

their present funds and universities must rethink their use of the

"information dollar" if a new, technology-based "information delivery"

capability is to be developed by libraries, one that will match their long-

established and equally essential archival role. Further (and again, there

are cost implications), the staffs of libraries need to be reconstituted. The

traditional "technique" orientation of librarians must be balanced by stronger

subject capabilities so that libraries themselves might be more closely and

productively linked to teaching and research. This is the only way their

costs can be justified,
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To prowide the budgetafl: flexibility required to make these and other

changes, to promote equality of access to library materials and recorded

information, to use present funds more effectively to accomplish Hversity

objectives, and to capitalize on the promise of new, technology-basd

information delivery capabilities, a planned and carefully executed approach

to collection development and preservation seems essential, one developed by

all participants involved in the process of scholarly communication, including

faculty, scholarly publishers, librarians, and officers of research

universities, with all considertna their own obligations as well as their

commonly held interests.

Dependence on "ee.arnal" structures to accomplish institutional

objectives creates problems as well as opportunities. In a sense,

interdependence is, or libraries, an act of faith, largely because

performance becomes increasingly dependent on external factors as well as on

more easily controlled internal effort. To reduce the hazards implicit in

cooperation, several operating conditions seem important: (a) there must be

assurance of program continuity in order to institutionalize new procedures

and thus realize the full benefits of cooperation; (b) provision for basic

funding of cooperative enterprises must be the responsibility of the

participants; (c) the management structure of the cooperative enterprise must

be able to meet established performance specifications; (d) faculties and

university administrations, as well as libraries, must have full understanding

of both the intent and limits of the cooperative enterprise; ano (e) the

expansion of cooperative programs must be controlled to keep in step with

organizational capabilities and demonstrated need. They must not be allowed

to outstrip either financial or operating capacities.
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The bibliographic base

It is essential, in any significant cooperative collecting and

presL,rvation enterprise, to know "who is responsible for what." A reliable

inventory of distinctive subject collections throghout the nation is required

so that each participating library might make informed decisions concerning

its own practices. The same information, current and readily available, is

important to scholars for their own work and as they, in cooperation with

librarians, monitor the performance of research libraries in building and

maintaining collections of lasting importance and providing the necessary

coverage of current materials.

Of equal importance are comprehensive, t gh-quality bibliographic

databases that identi individual items and provide location information.

Failure to extend the coverage of computerized bibliographic databases to all

forms of recorded information, failure to provide improved subject search

capabilities to enhance precion in their use, and failure to d; tire. -Tor

libraries and individual users alike, effective access to diverse and

complementary bibliographic databases and indexes, especially for purposes of

item identification and location, will be, in effect, a failure of the

research community to make known its requirements to those whose business it

is to serve scholarship. Restricted access to information about information,

nationally and internationally, for whatever reason, is incompatible with thL

spirit and objectives of scholarly inquiry.

Library collections

Bu-lding and maintaining the comprehensive collections essential for

research ana scholarship have become increasingly difficult assignments for

libraries. The sheer size of general research collections, which until
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recently, have tended to double every fifteen or twenty years, has made all

aspects of library operation more compicated. This growth, coupled with

escalating costs for materials ,-Ald labor, has been accompanied in recent years

by dramatic technological innovation, dispersion of research activity, and

higr levels user expectations. Taken together, such factors have created

a situation that is forcing an i.itense and comprehensive review of the way

research libries, individually and together, meet their obligations to

provide resources for research and scholarship.
A

If self-sufficiency is no longer a realistic course to pursue for

general research libraries, a limited number of options are open for use,

singly or in combination. All of them imply to some degree irreversible

dependence on supplementary sources, and most involve assumption of extra-

institutional responsibility. Movement toward these new relationships has,

unoerstandably, been cautious and slow, partly because the implications of

interdependency for their own work have generated concern among some faculty

and because costs and funding have been uncertain. The tentative approach to

cooperative undertakings has, in some cases, undermined the vitality of such

enterprises and thus limited their effectiveness. The approaches to

cooperation that are open to libraries need to be considered anew by all who

are involved and, when appropriate, unambiguously endorsed by faculty and

administrators so that the work of transforming what are still essentially

autonomous research libraries into a cohesive national system that is capable

of meeting the anticipated, much-expanded demands of the future might go

forward.
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Cooperative cHlectria

Whether applied singly or in combination, and whether viewed

regionally or nationally, the fundamental approaches to cooperative collecting

seem be summarized in these guesticris:

1. Should collections of specific categories of publications (foreign

language scientific journals, microfilm masters, etc.) or material in other

formats (databases, videotapes, etc.) be maintained on behalf of all

libraries, thus giving each library the option of eliminating identical

material or at least reducing the quantity held in their own collections? The

Center for Research Libraries is the obvious working example of this approach,

but in its more than thirty years of history, it seems never to have

flourished in the sense of having adequate funding or in influencing member

libraries to take full advantage of the availability of the Center's

collections by significantly reducing what they acquire or retain. If this is

still a valid approach, there are many questions that need attention: What

are the characteristics of material that might be most usefully included from

the viewpoints of scholars and library administrators? Does the much-improved

capacity to locate publications through computerized bibliographic systems

reduce the importance of such "national" collections? Given their utility,

how can institutions such as CRL be funded with suffi ent stability to assure

program continuity and service dependability?

2. Should a limited number of general and spccialized research

libraries assume (under appropriate conditions) responsibility for forming the

c(re of a national system of distinctive subject collectionst The ir,tc,nt

would be to assure reasonably complete coverage of all important subjects,
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retrospectively and prospectively, (and, implicitly, to provide access to such

materials) that are needed to support extensive research.

There is a strong foundation for developing this approach in the

existing and exceptional collections of major academic and specialized

esearch libraries. Further, the objectives and program of the Research

Libraries Group support this approach, and work now 'wider way in both RLG and

ARL to establish an inventory of major subject collections is seen as ar

important step in this direction.

Again, there are a number of questions to be considered. In the

context of this approach, what is the role of the Library of Congress? How can

access by individuals, regardless of their institutional affiliation, to t"ese

materials be assured? What are the costs and funding implications? Is it

realistic to assume that institutional competition will be contained by

financial realities? What happens when financial conditions or program

priorities change, and preclude making the expenditures required to assure

continuity of effort and performance?

3. What kind of system of compensa'ion should be established to meet

the costs of access to "national" collections? Will vyment be required? Who

should pay? Is a subsidy program necessary to enable the lead libraries to

maintain continuity of effort in collecting and preservation?

In addition to considering such basic policy questions, each library

must make decisions about its own collecting objectives and the degree to

which it will contribute to, and/or become dependent on external resources.

To make reasonable decisions, much information not now available is needed.
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Establishing reliable facts about needs and use would seem to be an important

item of business, whatever the approach on the national and regional level.

Among subjects that are likely candidates for investigation are these:

1. The needs of users.

a. What type of subject access to bibliographic files is most

important?

b. What is the relationship between certain characteristics of

literature (currency, format, language, record of previous

use) and the utility of that literature for individuals in

various disc.,lines?

2. What is the relationship between the availability and quality of

bibliographic information and actual demand for materials?

3. What is the relationship between the kind and place of storage for

material and the ability to provide access to it?

Preservation

A large and growing portion of the collections of the strongest and

oldest research libraries of the country are physically deteriorating. The

problem stems from a set of causes including the chemical characteristics of

most book paper, past (and sometimes present) storage conditions, changes in

book manufacturing, and at times misuse and overuse. The magnitude and

complexity of the problem are matched only by the difficulties that have, over

many years, impeded efforts to find a solution. In fact, there are several

problems and, by extension, several approaches to their solution. The

assumption here is that this is a matter worth attention and, in the long run,

one that justifies considerable investment of effort and funds.
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In simplest terms, there are two aspects to preservation -- the

prospective and the retrospective. Books now on library shelves are

deteriorating some of them are, for all practical purposes, already beyond

use. Many others are approaching that state at ve-ying ratLs. There are also

those books that will be published in the future. Will t4py add to the

problem or will they, because of changes in paper quality and manufc.cturing

materials, mark a turning point?

Again in simplest terms, there are two ways (excluding doing nothing)

to address the retrospective problem: (1) preserving by some appropriate

method the book itself (or any other item) and (2) capturing the content of

the item, independent of its original form. In addition, the rate of

deterioration can in some cases be slowed, thus deferring final action. The

prospective problem seems to have only one solution if future books are not to

become part of the retrospective problem: employing format, materials, and

methods that assure longevity of the book at the outset. Recent experimental

efforts to record the content of newly published books for preservation

purposes reflect the difficulty of improving the product and simply anticipate

the retrospective problem.

Because the "preservation problem" has been long acknowledged, there

has been much investigation, planning, and even some action:

1. There is a good basic understanding of the extent and importance

of the problem within most research libraries and some government igencie-

foundations, and academic and scholarly organizations. It does not follow

that there is widespread agreement on how to address the problem.

2. There has been much sound research on the characteristics of book

paper and a number of laboratory and pilot tests to treat existing books
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chPmicslly to slow the rate cf deterioration. It is unclear whether the

physical properties of paper in books can be changed, reliably and durably.

3. A few libraries, and especia'ly RLG, have mounted formal

prc:ser Jc,-.1.n and/or replication programs, but in general, budgeting for

pre nation has a low priority.

4. Much progress has been made in formalizing the process of

assessing collection condition and establishing protective/preventative

measures within libraries.

5. The training of practitioners at several levels is expanding and

improving.

6. An effort has been made to stimulate paper manufacturers and

publishers to produce and use acid-free paper in scholarly books and to

encourage manufacturers to consider book durability in the production process.

7. Several commercial ventures (reprinters, microtext producers) to

reproduce existing books are well established, but their activity is typically

concentra'ed on responding to meeting a demand for a specific item, rather

than on preservation per se.

8. An established, but not yet fully satisfactory, bibliographic

system for identifying and locating "preserved items" exists.

The items noted above suggest progress, but in the aggregate, they do

not assure ultimate success. Perhaps they do set the stage for further action

along lines such as these:

1. The understanding of the problem that does exist might now have to

be more effectively and forcibly presented to a wider audience if funding for

retrospective programs is to be secured, if reasonable protective steps are to
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be taken in more places, an if the momentum now focused on the prospective

aspects is to be expanded and maintained.

2. Each library (and its parent institution) will have to understand

better its obligations and find was to assume responsibility for the

protection and preservation of exceptional elements of its own collections.

Responsibility for the preservation of specific items (as distinct from

content only) because of intrinsic value can only rest with the owning

library, for a whole set of practical reasons. Each library with a historical

mission needs formalv to budget for preservation purposes.

3. Additional research is required, on behalf of all libraries, to

perfect preservation techniques and to apply technological methods co

preservation goals.

4. Bibliographic records identifying and locating master preservation

copies of text must be routinely created and readily available.

5. Ways will have to be found to underscore for paper makers and

publishers the importance of book longevity as an important factor in

production.

6. On the assumption that, so far as content preservation is

concerned, the problem is essentially one shared by all librarians rather than

a problem for each library, it seems necessary to establish a plan of action,

procedures for implementing the plan, and methods for financing the plan,

along with a way to assign responsibility and monitor progress. A Lapacity to

act collectively needs to be established and accepted before effective action

at any significant level seems possible.

To better understand what is required tc develop a national

preservation plan, several topics need to be considered:
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a) What administrative structure is needed to implement and oversee

the development of a national plan, to consider where responsibility should be

vested, to e'.tablish funding needs and sources, and to fix monitoring

responsibility?

b) Given limited funds, sluuld preservation programs be based on

selectivity across the board or on comprehensive coverage in fewer subjt

fields? Should ,comprehensive, subject-oriented preservation projects be

undertaken, or should preservation activity be focused on items for which

there is demonstrated demand but which are physically deteriorated?

c) What are the characteristics of items that shoulc be preserved in

the original or need to be preserved for content alone?

d) How might publishers contribute to preservation objectives?

e) How can the concerns of institutions that they may be asked to

bear a significant portion of the burden of a decentralized plan be addressed?

From the above list, it is clear that technical, fiscal,

organizatiolal, and intellectual matters are important components of the

preservation problem. Most important, the preservation of research

collections is inseparable from their inital shaping, and the task must be

addressed institutionally and nationally.

Conclusion

These are old but still central topics for research libraries and

those who use them. The action taken, or lack of action, will over time

affect the nation's research capacity, the methods of scholars and research

workers, and the coat-, and tow I 1111 It Is essential that ,11 who

are concerned have a hand in setting the course of future action.

4-
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Progress (even change) will be slow, but time is also short. The pace

will be governed in part by the quality and credibility of leadership, but

possibly, in the final analysis, it will be controlled by the introduction of

new ways to provide access to library resources. It is perhaps here that

recent technologies will come into full play.

Warren J. Haas

September 1983
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FORUM II

Wye Plantation, Maryland
October 10 - 12, 1983

National and Regional Aspects of Collecting and Preserving Library Materials

Conclusions

The Wye meeting was a true forum, with all participants exploring the

topics of central concern from maJy aspects and speculating openly about the

utility and validity of alterna,e approaches. The background paper and the

introductory comments by individuals identified on the agenda proved to be all

that was required to prompt intense and constructive discussion under qay at

each session.

No useful purpose would be served in reporting those discussions in

any detail. It is the general thrust of the conversation and the specific

conclusions, in the form of suggestions for action, that are of importance and

are thus recorded here.

The National Aspects of Collecting

The general fact of growing interdependence among research libraries

is not arguable, nor are the principle means used -- collecting categories of

material on behalf of many libraries and providing extended access to the

exceptional subject collections found in research libraries. The rate at

which individual libraries can or will adjust their own collecting policies

and practices to take full advantage of opportunities that cooperation brings

is less certain. Each institution must seek for itself a proper balance

between economy and service. Faculty members as well as librarians need to

assess the effect of collecting changes on research and teaching, confidence
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in new systems of delivery of materials must grow from experience rather than

from promises, and the potential for savings must be realistically assessed.

These and many other factors suggest that changes in collecting

practices that will enhance scholarship will come slowly. The general

objective is to create and/or maintain carefully planned and well-managed

operative collecting projects to be put to use by libraries when the time is

r . A single, prescriptive plan is probably inappropriate and certainly

unrealistic. However, several specific matters for attention were identified

by the participants.

1. The value of the Center for Research Libraries to the research

library community was affirmed, but several matters were identified that need

attention if the prospective worth of the Center is to be fully realized.

o There is an inadequate base of reliable information relating the

characteristics of published materials to present or potential use.

This fact makes formulation of collecting policies difficult for CRL

and all other cooperative undertakings, and underscores the need for

effective policy coordination with other organizations having similar

objectives.

o The persistent financial problems of CRL need to be resolved. The

members themselves must become enthusiastic supporters if the

financial base is to be stabilized and program development funds

secured. Once the Center's program is set, members must adjust their

own operations so that savings are realized.

2. The further and timely development by ARL and RLG of the

computerized inventory of research collections was seen as essential to
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progress in rationalizing collecting and Heservation activities nationally.

Long-term objectives should extend participation to all libraries that have

subject collections of scholarly importance. Careful consideration should be

given to the matter of fully using this new source of informat, n, not only as

a base for cooperative action among libraries in collecting, preservation, and

cataloging or as a finding aid for scholars, but also as a stimulus for

periodic reviews at the quality of research resources, nationally, for the

primary subje, disciplines. The American Council of Learned Societies and

the appropriate library organizations should work together toward this end.

3. While oniy indirectly related to the matter of the interdepen(J

of libraries (which is at the heart of all cooperative collecting programs),

the practice of judging research libraries solely by their size was considered

a detriment to the evolution of the concept of service ca acities as an

appropriate measure of library quality. Access to information systems and to

materials from remote sources as alternatives to ownership are valid options

of growing importance for all libraries. The dependence on size alone as a

measure of quality is of decre,ing validity. The Association of Research

Libraries was urged to consider again its measures and processes for

determining library standings.

Preservation of Library Materials

The discussion concerning preservation was extended and intense.

There was full agreement that the topic is of great importance and that the

time for action has come. The fact that costs will be high was acknowledged

but, as one president said, his successor some years hence would be properly

incensed if this generation failed to put the machinery in motion to protect
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and preserve the content of the millions of published books that will

otherwise be lost. The Council on Library Resources was encouraged to

describe the elements of a national plan for consideration by scholarly dnd

library organizations and, ultimately, for action by all who are concerned.

While details of the plan are not yet established, some key parts are obvious.

1. Published items ultimately needing attention (to say nothing of

manuscripts, archives, film, and information in other forms) number in the

millions, ever, assuming great selectivity and concentration on the most

important Material. Substantial funding from many sources will be required

over many years. To help assure funding at needed levels, a skillfully

planned and persistently executed program of public education is needed to

build support for the preservation of our intellectual heritage and our

recorded history. Awareness of the problem must shift from those who are most

directly concerned to the wider public that understands that continuity of the

human record is one of the hallmarks of civilization.

2. A financial plan has to be devised that will involve participation

by many funding sources over a long period of time. Initial planning will

call for at least a decade of effort. Universities, private and corporate

foundations, and the federal government will all be looked to for help.

3. To reduce unit costs through high volume production, to assure

that master copies made for preservation purposes will meet established

qualitative standards, to reduce operating complexities, and to apply

appropriate technologies in a cost-effective way to preservation goals, a few

regional Production centers should be established to serve the research
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library community. The development and operation of preservation laboratories

and production facilities in each research library would generate cost and

staffing problems that would undermne the primary objective of production of

1-11-qe quantity of preservation masters.

4. T' keep goals realistic and the end product useful,

representatives of the major scholarly disciplines should be enlisted to aid

library administators in identifying the categories of material to be given

first priority. A set of principles to provide overall guidance for the

several scholarly disciplines needs to be articulated. The means to be

employed in selecting libraries for participation also need to be developed to

obtain the maximum yield of titles in primary target areas at the least cost.

5. Finally, a management structure must be specified, one that is

credible with the scholarly and library worlds and able to carry out a

massive, long-term program in a way that is operationally sound, i'iscally

responsible, and intellectually valid.

CLR has agreed to take the lead in drafting a national plan of action

for consideration by those who must, in the end, assume responsibility. The

task ahead is not to preserve all items in every library. While all libraries

have an inescapable obligation to preserve the unique and distinctive items

they hold on behalf of society, w59ther these be volumes with the author's own

notations or items of exceptional rarity or beauty, the real job is to

preserve what is of intellectual importance for present and future library

users. It is not the collection of any individual library that is to be saved

but rather the collection of "the nation's library" -- the most important
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segments of each library that, taken together, form the core of ou .

intellectual heritage. Tile record of the past will never be totally saved,

but the sooner a beginning is made, the more likely we are to serve future

generations.

Funds are r,eeded to begin. Immediate attention should go to building

public awJ-eness of a problem that is intrinsically undramatic but of great

importa e. Public sensitivity and support is needed to promote adequate

long-term funding and, thus, to assure ultimate success.

The second element essential to progress is creating regional

technical centers to serve libraries seeking to preserve the high-priority

volumes in own collections -- the items that are valuable as artifacts.

Well-equipped facilities with trained staff can serve many libraries and, over

time, accomplish an important segment of the work to be done. More important,

those same regional centers can provide the facilities for high-volume

production of master microfilm (or other text storage media) that, in the end,

will account for perhaps ninety percent of all preservation activity.

On the assumption that the plan itself will be far enough advanced and

that funding requirements will be known, it has been proposed that a program

session concerning research libraries be included during the spring meeting of

the AAU.

The ACLS Office of Scholarly Communication

A recant report to ACLS describing the need for, and the initial

program of, an Office of Scholarly Communication was included in the docket

and considered during one session. There was strong support for establishing

a new ACLS component with the specific mission of representing the interests

of the scholarly community, broadly defined, in the many current activities
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that will affect, in one way or another, the system of scholarly

communication. The projected activities of the office include the collection

and generation of data descriptive of publishing, libraries, and scholarship

itself; the analysis of such information to establish relationships and to

assess at least some aspects of the health of scholarship; the provision of a

'ow means to both listen to and represent scholarly concerns; and the creation

of a service for the scholarly world to expedite the constructive use of

computers in huma;iistic research.

Committee on Compensation

Two matters concerning the financing of future information services

need careful attention. One is inherent in ahv significant evolution toward

major cooperative ventures and extended access to distinctive collections. As

more and more users turn to the resources of institutions other than their

own, the matter of compensation grows in importance. The prospect that the

balance of trade for each institution will reach equilibrium is unlikely.

Ways will have to be found to give some supplementary support to the

institutions or cooperative organizations that provide substantial resources

to meet national needs.

Copyright law, by itself, raises other complex and largely unresolved

questions that will affect both the economics and the processes of the future

character of scholarly communication. The retrospective aspects of

preservation, changes in the nature of library affiliations, the potential

impact of recent text storage technologies on library service -- especially on

access and distribution -- and even the publishing process itself will all

test the strengths and limits of th' existing copyright law, which must

somehow strike a balance between protecting and even stimulating creativity on
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the ene hand and encouraging equal access to recorded information at

acceptable costs on the other.

A Committee on Compensation, composed of informed individuals w'.th

diverse interests, will be established to consider the full range of questions

inherent in both topics and to suggest ways of proceeding that might

ultimately lead to improved understanding and even appropriate action in that

small segment of the much larger information world that is of special concern

to scholarship. CLR will take the initiative to form the Committee and will

provide the necessary initial funding.

The Library of the Year 2000

Every aspect of the academic research library will be much changed by

the year 2000. The new agenda of information service will be superimposed on

long-established and still essential archival responsibilities. Libraries

(and librarians) will necessarily be full participants in both teaching and

research. The changes will affect university and library organization and

maagement, staff composition, costs and funding, service charcteristics,

external relationships, and the ways scholars work and teachers teach. It is

certain only that little we know now of libraries will be left untouched. It

is not at all clear what specific changes should take place in order to assure

the future effectiveness of libraries as components in our system of scholarly

communication or as fiscally sound and fully productive elements of our

universities.

Far more information than is now available on many topics of central

importance is needed before there can be much useful speculation about the

library of the year 2000. A cohesive program of research involving capable

individuals from many disciplines seems required. The Economics Seminar
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currently being formed by CLR reprr>s- a beginning, but topics needing

attention cover a much wider range ues. CLR, in cooperation with other

organizations and institutions, will explore prospects for establishing and

funding a research panel to formulate a cohesive research program to be

carried out at a number of institutions ever several years. The same panel

would monitor results and provide a continuing presence that might, over time,

provide a credible base of information and insight of use to institutions and

the library profession as they seek m:'ke a graceful and appropriate

transition into a new, demanding, -cmising environment.

Warren J. Haas

October 1983
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